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Truk Lagoon
wreck diving haven
Dave Hughes
Truk Lagoon...well it definitely lives
up to its reputation as the top wreck
diving location in the world! But to
fully appreciate what you are diving,
it is always good to understand the
location and history.
Truk Lagoon (or Chuuk as it is known
locally) is a sheltered body of water in
the central Pacific. The atoll (the top
of an underwater volcano) provides
a protective reef around the lagoon
enclosing a natural safe harbour of
around 50 x 30 miles and within the
reef there are many small islands.
a potted history
Truk was first colonised by the
Spanish. The Germans followed until
the end of WW1. The Japanese, (then
as allies), were give possession under
a mandate from the League of Nations.
The Japanese began to invest in
the Truk Lagoon building schools,
a hospital and an airport. But this
changed when Japan entered the
second world war.
Under the Japanese, Truk Lagoon
served as a logistical base for the
Imperial Navy and was described
as the Japanese equivalent of the
US Navy’s Pearl Harbour. The
Japanese now built roads, airstrips,
seaplane bases, a torpedo boat
station, submarine repair shops
and a communications centre.

natural protection
Protected by the natural reef of
the atoll, it had five safe passages
in and out of the lagoon which now
had large coastal guns and mortars
trained on them.
In early February 1944, after the
bombing of Pearl Harbour and the
Battle of Midway, the Americans were
searching for the Japanese fleet when
a high level reconnaissance plane
spotted the fleet in Truk Lagoon.
Unfortunately the plane was also seen
by the Japanese on the ground.
The American fleet set sail for Truk
with its aircraft carriers whilst the
Japanese, not believing the Americans
could really attack them, moved the
fleet north as a precaution leaving
60 – 80 supply and support ships
within the lagoon.
operation hailstone
On 17 February 1944 the Americans
attacked with wave after wave of
American fighter planes from aircraft
carriers outside the lagoon. By the
end of the first day the bombs had
destroyed most of the Japanese
planes and runways and also sunk
a number of ships which had been
at anchor.
The operation lasted for three
days, with the bombardment of
the Japanese wiping out around
60 – 80 ships.
continues on pages 10 – 11

John Vintin finds a port hole on the Nagano Maru

Prop in the sand, I-169 submarine

Tractor inside the hold of the Hoki Maru

Betty Bomber on the seabed off Ettin Island
Backdrop: Ettin Island
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deep
thoughts

Nic Hallett

taking the plunge
Stepping off the stern of Scimitar, like
so many times before, the difference
this time is that it is 16°C, it is October
and so I have chosen to leave my
hood behind. Always a bit of an
unknown, a risk, but get it right and
there is a freedom and freshness that
is thrilling. Of course get it wrong and
the icy cold rush is a real headache.
Similarly I am also about to step off
the Committee after five eventful
years. The feeling of trepidation, with
the promise of future freedom, is also
similar and it is time for fresh faces
and fresh ideas.
Recent years have seen discussions,
debates and ding-dongs about under18’s, CRB checks, dive schedules and
finances. Meanwhile recruitment has
drifted up and down even more than
an over-weighted diver trying to hold
a safety stop.
Of course the reality is that the
club agrees on more things than
it disagrees on, it’s just that most
people don’t notice the hundreds of
decisions recorded in the minutes and
the decisions log because they are
unanimously common sense.
Generally the system works. Ten
volunteers, all unpaid amateurs, just
doing their best and yet we are able to
keep diving, keep training and mostly
having real fun along the way.
So if you have never been on the
committee, if you have had a break
from being on the committee or if
you just think you could do an even
better job…take the plunge! Even if
you don’t get in this year there will
be plenty of roles up for grabs next
time around.
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tales

from the training room

sports mixed gas

Tim Slow

When I was at school, many moons
ago, I learnt a number of things
– not how to bend or break the rules,
but that things you thought were
true change as you progress further
through the book.
For instance, the struggle with ‘O’
level chemistry – learning that things
bonded in certain ways. Then when
I started ‘A’ level, I was informed that
this was a gross simplification and
actually it was all completely different.
I can only assume that at university
level, if you made it that far, a different
book was unravelled.
a bit of a gas
It turns out that diving is similar! We
learn about air and nitrox as part of
the Ocean Diver and Sports Diver
courses. But in the next book we are
introduced to helium and how to mix
it with nitrox in various ways...enter
sports mixed gas (SMG)!
This means that The Pixies are not
an innovative band from the colonies
but fairy-like creatures that club
member Alan Ashbury claims to
witness at depths deeper than 30m.

But sightings can be avoided if you
mix an 18 – 23% oxygen mix with
some helium, typically 30%, and
make up the balance with nitrogen.
The benefit is that you don’t see
the aforementioned creatures and
you will remember your dive. The
drawback is that you need extra
side-mounted cylinders and other
miscellaneous bits of kit. You also
have to be really good at the buoyancy
thing! Oh, and there is a different book
to use – some pre-planning software
and new tables.
mystery solved
As Jeff Reed and Nick Jewson
unravel the mysteries of SMG to Andy
Hodgson and myself on Thursday
nights, we both believe it is a great
course. The SMG course is worth
doing for any Sports Diver...not just for
the depth ticket and the clarity but, as
we keep on learning, it opens up (for
those prepared to ‘almost start again’),
another take on an already great
hobby. Simply put, it enthrals in the
same way as the Ocean Diver course
did not so many moons ago!
So good chemistry.

Tim and Andy re-learn their tables with Jeff Reed

who is this
bendy boy?

Top row: Lecture and practice in the pool

Bottom row: RIB practical at the Mulberrys

oh what a picture!
Dave Hughes
I have been wanting to attend an
underwater photography course for
a while, so I contacted our BSAC
southern regional coach, Jeanette
Holder, who had a course planned
for the end of June.
Jeanette based the weekend course
in the garden of a diver in Selsey. The
garden had both an office and a pool.
She had also managed to secure
Martin Davis as the technical expert to
assist with the course. Martin is Dive
Officer of Southsea BSAC, committee
member of BSoUP and a well known
UK underwater photographer.
course content
This SDC (skill development course)
is a basic entry level course on the use
of a camera underwater. But the real
value came from the input and tips
from Martin and the other students
on the course.
We kicked off with a number of
presentations, then moved to the
pool for practice using plastic objects
placed in the pool. A second dive
completed the first day. Homework
was set – to review the pictures and
select our best six to present the
following day.
The next day began with a dive of the
Mulberrys submerged dock, meeting

in Bracklesham Bay for collection from
the beach by RIB. The objective was
to take photographs of sealife on the
Mulberry, experimenting with different
settings that we had discussed and
tried out in the pool the previous day.
I generally don’t do RIBS, but it
wasn’t as bad as i thought and there
was more than enough space for 12
divers. The RIB also had a ladder that
allowed you to exit the water without
removing kit or fins. It was a great
morning with the sun high and a flat
calm mirror-like sea.
Finally, we returned to the garden
base where we selected our top six
pictures from the Mulberrys and six
from the pool. These were presented
to the group and Martin critiqued them
giving further hints and tips. It was a
very good and enjoyable event.
fancy attending an SDC?
The region runs a wide range of
SDCs and instructor training courses
thoughout the year. Courses are
available to all BSAC members and
details can be found on the BSAC
website: bsac.com.
For quick links to events and regional
training, visit the training section of the
club website: bracknellscuba.org.uk
and simply click on the BSAC regional
training link.

Richard Camplin has been a
member of Bracknell Sub Aqua
Club since learning to dive in 2005
and has progressed through Ocean
Diver to Dive Leader.
Richard uses the nick name he was
given whilst an Ocean Diver student
and has recently registered ‘Bendy’
with BSAC. Now he is even having
‘Bendy’ printed on his qualification
cards. The nick-name amuses him,
especially as most non-divers make
a completely incorrect assumption.
why ‘Bendy’?
Richard’s first regular dive buddy was
Jason Tisdale and they completed
their training together. They went to
Weymouth on a training dive and later
that evening they both had aches
and pains. Remembering their theory
lectures, they recalled that denial was
common when bent. Over the next few
hours each talked the other into going
to the POT to be checked out.
what’s the damage?
London Dive Chamber checked
them over and as a precaution put
them in the POT and thus became
known as the ‘Bendy Boys’. Jason
no longer dives and the ‘Bendy Boys’
have become ‘Bendy Boy’ or simply
‘Bendy’. But has Richard gone too
far in having ‘Bendy’ printed on
dog tags, t-shirts, dive stamps...and
even his dive qualification cards?
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dive diary

a week in Florida Keys
Chris Edwards
Mahi mahi

We’ve been to the Florida Keys most
years since 1993, sometimes with a
group and sometimes on our own
but usually in November. This time
we decided to try September, as it
was coming up to the full moon and
I hoped to do a couple of night dives
to observe the coral spawning.
Thursday
It’s up at sparrow’s to catch AA57 from
Heathrow to Miami. Didn’t manage to
blag an upgrade but did get changed
to bulkhead seats. Arrive Miami and
get through immigration, customs and
on to Dollar in record time thanks to all
the improvements they are making.
We are told that we now can pick
from any of the full size cars in the lot.
Sounds good but all that are left are
a load of Great White Whales (that’s a
Ford Crown Victoria designed for Mr &
Mrs US DOF as a ‘towncar’ the size of
a small aircraft carrier with wallowing
suspension). A quick word with the
supervisor and we are driving off in a
nice shiny Chrysler 300 an hour after

Manatees underwater
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landing. Ft. Lauderdale here we come.
Check into hotel and then it’s into
Fridays (the other side of the parking
lot) for a couple of margaritas and
some hot buffalo wings.
Friday
Wake up at 4am and decide to hit one
of the 24 hour Walmarts to stock up
on everything that you either can’t get
here or costs half the UK price, before
heading to Sawgrass Mills to see
what’s on offer. This is a shopping mall
with over 400 shops including all the
major department stores, Target and
outlet stores by the dozen. Heaven
for some, not so for others, eh Garry
:-). The first time I did this I ended up
with blisters! Time for some caribbean
patties and Rebbeca’s key lime pie at
Bahama Breezes. Every bit as good as
the first time we did this over ten years
ago and the surroundings are better.
Saturday
Penance done, it’s time to head on
down to Key Largo after a quick stop

Backdrop: Sunset Bay

to pick up some dive gear requested by
Craig, Alan et al at the new Divers Outlet
(you get a funny look when you ask for
10 standard US BCD inflators – after all
how many BCs can you have?)
Another quick stop in Key Largo to
stock up on essential supplies: milk,
coffee, Blossom Hill, Bud Light, Sauza,
cooler for the beach...
Arrive at hotel to be told that there
are manatees in the bay. Dump kit in
room and dash out to see...oh dear –
no manatees!
Sunday
Time to organise dives for the remainder
of the week so it’s off to Silent World.
Sort out diving at a number of the sites I
want to dive but alas no coral spawning
as conditions this year make the
prediction for a spawning in October. Oh
well I’ll have to try again another year.
Return to hotel and down to the beach
for some R&R. Lo and behold, there are
a couple of manatees drinking from the
rain run off pipe from the car park.
Dash back to room for camera, mask,
fins and snorkel. Into the water and
spend twenty minutes swimming with
them. Brilliant! I hadn’t realised quite
how big they are. Amazing that this is
the first time in our many trips that we
have seen them.
The hotel is on Manatee Bay but this
is the first time it’s lived up to its name.
They are so docile it is easy to see how
they can stray into harms way – most of
them have prop marks, which is sad and
there is little evidence of prop guards
being fitted to boats with outboards.
Monday
Planned to dive Carysfort Reef at the
northern end of the marine park but the

Iguana

Green moray

Goliath grouper

easterlies mean that it will be too rough
on the outer edge of the reef (too
rough for UK divers? – Methinks not!)
so we go to the Elbow Reef instead.
Pleasant enough dives on the North
Ledges (10m) followed by Fingers
– Train Wheels (6m) with a large green
moray who was quite happy to have a
camera stuck in his face.
Back at the hotel there are more
manatees, including a youngster.
There were manatees around on most
days, especially after any rain. Also
in attendance sunning themselves on
the tarmac were half a dozen iguanas,
none smaller than 3ft and a couple
must have been well over 4ft.

of four learning to use rebreathers,
basically getting bottom time on this
dive so I can dive with them and their
instructor.
Down at the dock with a 12L steel
cylinder and 3L stage cylinder I’m just
about to jump in to sort out weights
when the dive shop owner turns up
to say that the rebreather guys have
decided not to dive today as they had
some issues the previous day.
Unfortunately it’s now too late to
jump on another boat. They aren’t
going to dive Thursday either so I
decide to go down to the other dive
operators to see if I can book on a
wreck dive for Thursday.
In the evening we go on a sunset
mangrove boat trip. Great trip around
the mangroves on the Atlantic side
before going through the cut into the
bay for a glorious sunset.

Friday
Day of R&R lounging around on the
beach/pool in the sun. Another swim
with the manatees and have look at the
life at and around the mangroves. Find
a Spanish Lobster hiding in the sand
just out from the beach. Time to dry
the gear out ready for the trip home.
A few more margaritas and a stroll to
the Sports Bar next door for a final feed
of mahi-mahi and lobster.

Tuesday
Dive one, an hour on the City of
Washington, a well broken wreck
sitting in 8m with lots of growth and
life. Spot a nurse shark on the descent
and then a goliath grouper. Stop to
get some photos. Fin along the wreck
and reef for 25 minutes taking photos
and video then it’s time to head back
towards the boat. Take a bunch more
photos of the goliath grouper. No sign
of any more nurse sharks though.
Dive two, a reef dive along to Mike’s
wreck in 7m, so even after an hour in
water it’s back on the boat with 100bar.
Lots of coral and fish, including a reef
shark. Possibly the best site for Elk
Horn coral.
Wednesday
Plan is to dive the Spiegel Grove, a
huge landing craft support vessel over
570ft long in 36m of water but the top
of the superstructure is at 8m. I’ve
dived it before and it is a great dive.
I’m scheduled to dive with a group

Thursday
The weather forecast is for rain on
and off all day. It certainly poured
down on both dives and carried on
into the afternoon. First dive is on the
Duane, a coastguard cutter sunk as
an artificial reef in 1986.
Always a great dive and today there
is virtually no current so a free descent
‘sky diving’ down on to the deck at
30m is a wonderful experience. Lots
of life on the wreck but no bull sharks
– apparently they haven’t been seen
for over a year.
Second dive is South Ledges on
Molasses Reef and it’s like diving in
a fish tank. Shoals of large Atlantic
spade fish allow you to swim in
amongst them. Lots of other reef fish
and coral and sponges make it a great
final dive on the trip.

Saturday
Brunch and then head back to the
airport, drop off the car and wait for
the overnight flight home. Start work
on a plan for a long weekend diving
the wrecks of the upper Keys (and
the Vandenberg in Key West). We’ve
been toying with this for a while...
watch this space.

City of Washington

www.bracknellscuba.org.uk
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Plymouth
rediscovered

Ruth Beattie

Wheels on the James Egan Layne

The weekend of 25 – 26 September
at Plymouth got off to a good start
by being sunny, even if the light
northerly breeze kept us a little
cool. We dived from the Mount
Batten Centre, which is just outside
Plymouth itself.

Persier forest

Plenty of colour at Hands Deep

Blooming marvelous on the Scylla

The set up is quite impressive – we
could unload from a dedicated bay
next to the jetty and then take the car
back up to a free car park which was
less than 100m away. This was despite
the water sport centre having a large
gathering of WAFIs but we did not
seem to get in each other’s way.
Our boat, The Seeker, skippered by
the very friendly and competent Steve
Wright, arrived and tied up on the
nearby pontoon. We loaded with ease
on the large deck, and off we went
straight out of Plymouth Sound.
Persier revisited
Our first dive was on the Belgium
steamer Persier that was torpedoed
in 1945, lying in 28m. It has been a
long time since I’ve done this one,
and it appeared a lot flatter than I
remembered it, but it had so much life
and at least 12m vis to see it all.
There were masses of pink sea fans
and anemones on the plates, and
there were truly hordes of assorted
fish, including John Dories, that we
almost needed to push them out of the
way – fish in general that is, not JDs!

SS James Egan Layne, a 441ft
American liberty ship.
We descended from the bow section
at 6m to 20m at sea bed. Visibility
was not quite so good over here at
about 6m, however we were still able
to swim through the skeleton of the
wreck, finding amongst other things
the caldrons that had been destined
for field kitchens. The passage of time
means that this, too, is breaking up but
despite this, the magic is still there!
all mod cons
The convenience of Mount Batten
continued after the first day’s diving
when it came to fills as the In Deep
filing station is virtually at the end
of the pontoon. Even though there
were four hard boats and several ribs
requiring fills the organisation was top
notch and with fills costing £10 for twin
10s of 32% it was most reasonably
priced. And they even have a trolley
– not that we needed it because we
are so fit!

another old favourite
Then we motored slowly over to
Whitsand Bay, just to the west of
Plymouth harbour, to dive the classic
Being silly on the Scylla
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The pontoon at Mount Batten

taking the scenic route
The next day which was also sunny
and slightly less windy, we dove the
wonderfully atmospheric Hands Deep,
about ten miles out and close to the
Eddystone lighthouse.
This is an isolated submerged
granite pinnacle, and to orientate us
the skipper dropped a shot so we
could start at about 14m. The bottom
is at around 50m so it was very much
a case of pick your own depth.
Vis was 12m+ and although a bit
kelpy at the shallower depths it was
absolutely magical below. It offered
walls of rock almost totally covered
in gloriously colourful jewel anemones,
together with a lot of fish and the
occasional crab tucked away in a
hole. I remember this dive of old
and was so glad conditions allowed
us to get there.
metal detectors
Finally we set off to explore UK’s first
artificial reef – The Scylla – a Leanderclass frigate (whatever that is!) in 26m.
It was deliberately sunk about eight
years ago having been sanitised and
prepared for safer diving with holes in
the plates etc.
Since this is so close to the James
Egan Layne we got similar viz as the
previous day. Despite being relatively
new and reassuringly still boat shaped,
it is already very well covered with life
and extremely colourful.

Although penetration has been
made easy, great care must be taken
with lowest decks because of the
silty nature of this area. However
having planned to stay on the top
deck at 18m there was no shortage
of things to see and explore. We
swam along the companion ways and
visited the wheelhouse which rather
incongruously contains a guitar. Well
it was just asking to be played! (Garry
has the video!)
diving done
Sadly this was the end of our diving in
Plymouth, but after our final unloading
we sampled more of the facilities
of Mount Batten Centre by having a
swift drink in the Isobar, which has
panoramic views of the harbour.
Since we are finalising plans for the
club weekend visit here next June, this
weekend gave us a great opportunity
to check things out. Overall we were
not disappointed and have confirmed
that Plymouth offers something for all
levels of diving experience.
down to the domestics
There were a few other positives
we discovered around this area.
Members of the group found local
accommodation relatively easily,
using either B&Bs at the Boringdon
Arms, a local farm, Mount Batten Hotel
or camping at nearby Brixton.
There are a number of pubs serving
reasonable food at good prices and
to accompany them good beers. Even
at short notice we managed to get a
nicely social meal for eleven at a
local pub on the Saturday evening.
Sadly future weekends may
not include the Beer Festival at the
afore mentioned Boringdon Arms as
experienced by some of the group
who obviously were not drinking
(much!) because of diving.
Thanks to Garry Beattie for
organising everything including the
fine weather. And many thanks to
the other club members for making
it so enjoyable.

Stepping on to the Scylla

No BBFs on the James Egan Layne!

Chasing across the Scylla

Discovering the kelpy bit of Hands Deep

Soup bowls on the James Egan Layne
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Truk Lagoon
wreck diving haven
...continued from front page

a typical
day in Truk
The day started at 6.00am with the switch over from one generator
to another in the hotel. When the power come back, the air
conditioner in each room would bleep and thus we were all awake.
Shower, dress and head over to the restaurant for breakfast for 6.30 and
on route stop in the reception to take advantage of the free but very slow
Wi-Fi internet access to check email or make Skype calls back home.
The breakfast ranged from full English, porridge, fruit, toast etc. and was
very good and freshly cooked but the chef would not be rushed.
After breakfast we would get ready to meet our boat at 9.00am for our
first dive. The wooden boat would arrive at the quay with our twinsets
loaded and once we connected our regs and donned our wet suits, we
were off to dive another stunning Maru.
Typically, we would be in the water around 9.30 – 10.00am depending
on how far we travelled and after carrying out deco under the boat we
were back at the hotel by 11.30am. By now the sun was high in the sky
and the humidity was draining. Time to retreat to our air conditioned
rooms for some dive planning and fluids whilst our twinsets were refilled
at the dive centre before we had to meet up again around 2.00pm to
dive another Maru.
Whereas the first dive was usually around 50m with 60 – 80 minutes
in-water, the second dive, whilst still a deco dive, was normally in the
region of 35 – 40m for 60 minutes.
By 4.00pm we were back in the hotel, washing out our kit on the quay
and locking it away in the sheds provided. We then had a five minute
walk to the shop for post-dive refreshments. The hotel bar did not open
until the evening so we would take a trip to the supermarket on site
to buy our ‘Greens’. Beer is not cheap in Truk as there is a 50% sales
tax on alcohol and the selected drink for the week had been ‘Becks’ in
green bottles thus the saying “you got to have your greens” and “drink
plenty of fluids” were regularly quoted.
At 6.30pm we would meet in the restaurant for dinner – we had a table
reserved for us for morning and evening meals. We sat down to a two
or three course meal with ‘greens’ before retiring to our rooms around
8.00pm. I believe that, with the exception of the first and last night, most
people were in bed and asleep between 9.00 – 9.30pm every night.
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a must for all divers
Today the islands are at peace again
and Truk is part of the Federated
States of Micronesia. The Japanese
fleet, sunk mostly at anchor, lie
between 40 – 60 metres. Because
of the nature of the atoll most are
upright, with little signs of wave action
decay. Nearly sixty years on some still
rise up from the sea bed by thirty or
more metres.
The challenge with Truk Lagoon is
less about the diving but more about
getting there. Travel time was over forty
hours of which twenty three were in the
air on four different flights.
On Friday evening, we began the first
leg to Singapore, followed by Manila,
a brief stop in Guam and then finally
arriving in Truk on Sunday evening
where it was raining and the sun had
already set.
dive prep
Monday morning was set aside to
assemble twinsets and complete
a checkout dive. Nick Jewson had
selected the Fujikawa Maru, one of the
‘must do’ wrecks that was upright and
could be easily dived without going
below 35 metres. And wow what a
checkout dive it was – possibly the
best dive of the week!
After configuring our twinsets, the
dive centre loaded them on to the
boat and at this time we did not know

‘We woz ’ere’...BSAC434 graffiti in hotel bar

Artifact on wreck Rio de Janeiro Maru

The wheelhouse on the Nippo Maru

the hand of Chuuk

but we were never going to stand up
wearing the twins again.
The dive sites were reached by small
wooden boats with a maximum of
six divers per boat. Each boat had a
boat man and a dive guide and upon
reaching the dive site they helped us
into our harnesses and then we just
rolled back into the 29°C clear water.
The normal plan was to follow the
shot line down and note its location on
the wreck as we needed to come back
up the shot to find the boat and carry
out any required deco.

As a checkout dive we had not
expected to be swimming in the holds
containing planes but over the next
ten days we dived a number of supply
and support vessels, planes (Zeros), a
bomber (Betty Bomber), a submarine,
a sub hunter and a destroyer.

a break from diving
We needed a couple of breaks
from diving to reduce the saturation
so one afternoon we visited Ettin Island
to tour the remains of the runway and
control building. The evidence of heavy
bombing is still visible with holes and
twisted reinforced concrete, whilst the
runways are completely overgrown.

points of interest
We followed the guide around the
main points of the wreck before he
started back up the shot line (he was
only using a single 12L). The main
points included some of the items in
the holds, tanks, planes, Saki bottles,
medical items, bombs etc, a swim
through of the engine room and lower
decks, the bridge and any deck guns.

accelerated deco
By the start of the second week our
saturation levels were clocking up due
to the amount of time spent underwater.
So some of us started using 80% O2 to
help us accelerate out of the deco we
were starting to accumulate.
During the first week I was regularly
carrying out 30 – 40 minutes deco
under the boat, often watching sharks
in the blue. But on the second week
I saw my computer, on more than
one occasion, showed a ‘time to
surface’ of over an hour. With the
80% O2 hanging under the boat at
4.5 metres we were able to typically
half the deco time.

Deck gun on the Shotan Maru

Underwater commemorative plaque

trip of a lifetime
At the end of our twelve days I had
completed 22 dives with more than 22
hours underwater on some of the best
wrecks in the world. For me, it was a
once in a life time trip and I am sure
I speak for most when thanking Nick
and Frances Jewson for organising it.
There are so many stories to tell,
pictures to show and hours of video
shot. Nick is planning to put on a
show in a couple of months to share
the experience and some members
are already talking about a return trip
in 2013.

Tank on the Nippo Maru
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no more bbf!
Sarah Custerson

No more references to BBF (big
brown fish). After a long time
deciding upon the right course
to attend, Dave Hughes came
up trumps with the MCS Marine
Identification Course.
After waiting for so long, I was really
excited when we arrived to start the
two day course in Swanage. I even
brought my colourful wellies especially
for the occasion – Pete and Raj walked
ten steps behind as they were far too
embarrassed to be seen with me.
in the classroom
The morning session took eight
Bracknell members and four from
other clubs through all the plants and
animals that we may encounter in the
afternoon. This was when we were
either diving under Swanage Pier or
rock pooling in the surrounding area.
The course was set at a good level
and well paced. Latin names were
referred to, but nothing too over the
top. We realised that most of the life
that we see underwater is actually
living – animals, not plants – such as
sea squirts, sponges, even sea fans
and dead men’s fingers.
We found out that there were four
species of kelp – Martin had asked
us to find out – and Zosia asked
how long it took for a scallop to
grow to an edible size :-) There was
also a steady stream of biscuits to
keep us going.
Tea and biccies all round
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getting practical
When it came to the practical activities,
the sun stayed out and it turned out
to be a great afternoon. Divers and
non-divers were issued with plastic
bags to gather all of our finds.
A few of us kept muttering to
ourselves not to break any bones
on slippery steps and rocks before
going to Truk – that would have been
a disaster! Dave...did I miss that in the
Risk Assessment?
Pete and I did rock pooling – it
was like a second childhood – great
fun. Pete was determined not to go
back without getting a crab! Those
who went diving were lucky with the
visibility and came back with bags
full of goodies.
back to base
Returning to the classroom, we
emptied our finds into large trays and
started to sort through. I’m not just
saying this...but it was amazing to see
the variety of what was collected in
such a small area.
The colours on some of the
anemones were awesome, like the
snakelocks anemones which were
deep green and purple. When you
touched them, they tried to suck up
to your fingers. Their strength was
a surprise, and something none of
us were expecting. Then we looked
through the microscope and saw tiny
fish that were no longer than a few
millimetres and some spiders as well.

All set to dive the pier

The MCS trainers were well informed
and made it very interesting and easy
to understand. We were so engrossed
in what we found that even when it
started to drizzle we stayed outside to
look further at what we found, and yes,
Pete did find his crab. And don’t worry
– all the creatures made it safely back
to Swanage Pier.
wrapping up
The following day after further
education and more biscuits, we
had to do a quiz before leaving.
Wow, what we had learnt...we
managed to correctly answer about
97% of the questions between us.
Wreck Diving for Pete and I will
never be the same again. Pete will
now have to put up with me looking
very closely at sea fans to find a sea
slug and its eggs. I have a better
understanding of the structure of my
marine identification book, which has
allowed me to appreciate more what
I saw during the day’s diving.
Of course there will still be a few
brown fish remaining, but not so
many – it was a great course with great
company and I can fully recommend it.

bulls eye!
John Ralston

A while ago, Mick Day, an exmember of the club, suggested
to me an archery ‘try-night’. The
idea has been bubbling under
since last Christmas and, finally,
in the summer, I got the chance to
organise a ‘try-archery’ evening
with Mick’s Club: ‘The Bowmen of
Warfield’.
So, on the 12 August, a small but elite
band of ‘have a go’ archers from the
dive club and friends, went to see
what archery is all about. There was
a safety briefing to make us aware of
the signals and field etiquette. Then
we were given a run down of the
equipment, and how to hold it, and
then it was on to shooting.
taking aim
Initially, we were just hoping to hit
the target, which was only about ten
metres away. It doesn’t sound a lot,
but when you are a beginner and you
pull the bow back and squint down the
arrow, it sure looks it!
For most people it was fine: there
was a bit of cursing when forearms
were caught by strings as the bow was
released, but it seemed to go well. We
were shooting in groups of four, with
two on the shooting line at a time.

“I’m telling you – it moved!”

Sports like this always seem to
bring out a competitive streak, which
became obvious at even such an
early stage. Look – it’s not my fault,
if they are going to put up a target
with numbers on it, I am going to
start keeping a tally!
right on target
We had a break halfway through
and the club laid on a small BBQ
with burgers and hot dogs. Then it
was back to the serious business
of archery, although at this stage
they changed things around a bit.
We now had one target with a map
of the world on it. More importantly
for Garry, the picture pinned over
his target had drinks on it. Then the
balloons came out and we were
told to hit the balloons in front of the
various pictures. Another target had a
cardboard tube. Trying to hit the tube
dangling in front of the target was a
great challenge and very satisfying
when you hit it straight on. Apparently,
the tube represents an early form of
archery target shooting.
throwing down the gauntlet
As it was getting late, they brought
out the last challenge which Mick
was involved in, so I wasn’t quite

Hitting the mark

“What do you mean, Kevin Costner’s
not coming?”

sure what was going to turn up! They
unreeled a long piece of string and
said ‘shoot the bunnies’. As Mick
started to pull the cord, blown up latex
gloves with faces painted on them
were pulled along the ground!
All in all a very enjoyable evening,
a great introduction to archery with
a BBQ thrown in! The ‘Bowmen of
Warfield’ made us very welcome and
made it a fun evening. They are now
based in Binfield, not far from the ‘Stag
and Hounds’ pub, and have their own
field with a small clubhouse. A big
thanks go to Julie, Mick and all the
others who organised our evening.
To find out more visit:
www.bowmenofwarfield.co.uk

“Mick – stand still!”
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managing
club try dives
Steve Lawson

Steve gives a poolside briefing

After returning to club diving
following many years of absence, I
was approached by our pony tailed
member of the time, Ian (no, not Ian
Vine – Ian O’Beirne)... “Do you have
any spare space in your garage?”
Swiftly followed by... “Would you like
to help out with the try-dives?”
On answering, “yes” and “OK”, I
suddenly found myself with several
sets of club kit, the club phone and
the onerous title of ‘Try Dive Manager’.

Mask fitting

it’s my pleasure
I qualified as a club instructor
many years ago and the thought
of getting back into introducing
newcomers to the sport that I love
had a certain appeal...so I accepted
the role with pleasure.
After taking receipt of the kit I spent
a good while scrubbing the mildew off
most of the masks. First impressions
are important and we don’t want the
try-divers put off before they have
even entered the water!

Ian demos air in,air out...

Gill assists with buoyancy skills
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so how does it work?
The process normally starts with
a message left on the club phone.
After agreeing dates, times and kit
size, we arrange to meet at poolside.
The evening starts with a safety
briefing – the look on their faces
when you explain about damaged
eardrums and burst lungs is a treat.
This is followed by kit familiarisation
and then kitting up and into the water.
Breathing from a regulator for the
first time often gets a strange reaction,

both out of and in the water.
Reassurance and gradually taking
the try diver step by step into this
new world helps them to gradually
build their confidence and their
nerves retreat.
into the deep end
Once the try diver becomes familiar
with the equipment we progress to the
deep end of the pool where I like them
to take in the underwater scenery and
fascinate at the blown bubbles.
Depending on how well they are
doing, we may progress to forward
and backward rolls, upside down
suspension and sometimes even
teach them how to clear their masks.
help is at hand
Please don’t think that I perform
all the try dives myself – far from it!
We have a host of instructors who
regularly volunteer to take in the
victims. We even have those who
help me lug the gear to and from
the car park.
During my three years of office
we have had all sorts of characters
present themselves for their dive:
old and young, big and small,
experienced and complete novices.
Some come along just for the
experience, some to overcome
their fear of water and some with
the intention of taking up the sport.
Whatever the reason, my objective is
always the same – to put a big smile
on their faces and for them to enjoy
the experience. To date I don’t think
I’ve failed yet!

three years in post
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a life in
the day of
the Chair

Three years ago Frances Jewson and Felicity Townsend got together
to discuss their plans for their stint in office as Dive Officer (DO) and
Training Officer (TO). They agreed on three key objectives: instructor
development, skills development and ensuring diversity in diving.
Felicity says...
Reflecting back and
reviewing our objectives
we are pleased to
see the results. Our
group of instructors
has increased by the addition of more
Open Water and Theory Instructors.
We have also gained instructors in
Advanced Nitrox and Buoyancy & Trim
as well as a new Snorkel Instructor.
Diver grade courses have been run
for all levels with the result that all
diver grades have gained some new
members: from Ocean Divers, through
Sports Divers and Dive Leaders to
Advanced Divers.

key objectives
instructor development
To encourage more members to
progress through the instructor
grades towards Open Water
Instructor. This would give us the
resources to increase training
without putting too much
pressure on existing instructors.
skills development
To expand the training
opportunities for all existing and
potential new members to allow
them to progress through the
diver grades and to participate
in Skill Development Courses.

diversity in diving
To attract new members to
the club and more importantly
to keep them by offering
something for all diver levels.

We have run a great selection of
Skills Development Courses that have
been well attended by club members
keen to broaden their skills. We have
also gained a number of new members
and most are still with us.
Frances says...
We wanted to give new
instructors experience
in organising training at
each dive level under
the guidance of the
Training Officer. This ensures the club
will have a new generation of divers
with the ability and experience of
taking on the roles of DO and TO.
The best part of the DO role, for me,
was observing club members grow
in confidence and improve their dive
skills. Becoming a more rounded
diver means being receptive and open
minded...and having a passion to
learn new skills and being prepared to
practice with the knowledge gained.
The downside of the DO role is
that you have to say ‘no’ sometimes
– which means you’re not always the
most popular person in the club!
they both say...
Thanks go to Nick Jewson and
Jeff Reed for their support and using
us as guinea pigs to test out some
new BSAC courses. Also to Dave
Hughes who has done a great job in
encouraging people to sign up for a
variety of the new skill development
courses, in his own special way...and
not forgetting our lead instructors for
looking after our trainees. Finally, a
special thank you to our Chairman,
Nic Hallett and the committee.

There are ten roles on the committee
and each is essential to the effective
running of the club…so what does
the Chair do?
The dictionary definition is “a person
chosen to preside over a meeting” and
at its simplest this is true...facilitating
the monthly committee meetings and
the AGM...although there is no power
vested in the role so influence and
persuasion are key skills.
So what else does the role
represent? In many ways the Chair
becomes the public face of the club,
being available as much as possible
to welcome new members, chat up
visitors, handle queries and questions
that come into the club as well as any
publicity opportunities not handled by
others. This also means that they often
become the voice of the committee
and thus have to be prepared to
announce the good news and the bad
which doesn’t necessarily make you
a contender for any popularity poll!
The committee sets the strategy for
the club and the Chair facilitates their
discussions. So this does mean there
is a tight-rope to walk between the
practical, day-to-day management
of the club and setting out the longer
term plan. And with everyone being
so busy this can be the biggest
challenge – to create the time and
space to think ahead whilst also
completing today’s tasks.
So as well as taking the stage
at club events there is plenty of
backroom work. The perfect Chair
is part showman, part diplomat and
part planner. The trouble is that it can
take three years to work that out and
then it is time for a new chair!
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it’s a knockout!
Roger Lewis

Truk
ay in
cake!
Birthd
erson &
t
s
u
C
Sarah

Raj Bhatna

ger with his
birthday
icecream in
Weymouth

diary
dates
NOVEMBER
Saturday 13 November
African themed fancy dress party
Bracknell
Contact Sue Payne

DECEMBER
Saturday 11 December
The Mill at Sonning
Christmas lunch and theatre
Contact Sarah Custerson
Tuesday 21 December
Indian meal
Koh-I-Nor, Bracknell 7.30pm
Contact Sarah Custerson

JANUARY
Saturday 29 January
Ice Diver’s Ball
Coppid Beech Hotel, Bracknell
Contact Sue Payne

COMING UP
February/March
Meal night and go karting
More details to follow...
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Well here I am at a big night in
our club social calendar...only just
mind you, as a certain club reporter
arrived having had great difficulty in
locating the ‘Jack O’Newbury’ pub.
Didn’t they realise there should be a
parking area reserved for the press?
The skittles had already begun and the
front runners were already emerging
with John Vinton and Martin Hamilton
showing the way with good scores and
Mark Purchase close on their heels.
Nic Hallett was unable to emulate his
previous winning ways from previous
years and this time was in the pack
with the rest of us.
Jon Payne kept the evening flowing
with his expert control of the runners
and riders board. Was this an
indication of a mis-spent youth?
pub grub
After the first round we broke off
for the excellent food and a list of
everybody’s requirements was on
the table. I guess this list was for the
elder statesmen of the club as they do
not always remember what they have
ordered. Over the meal a quiet hum
took over the room as these honed
athletes decided on their tactics.
This paid off after the meal as Ian
Vine knocked all the skittles down with
his first ball although there was some
confusion over the amount of skittles
until it became apparent Garry was
also standing in the alley!
competitive edge
We worked our way through the
runners and riders with varying
degrees of success or otherwise as
demonstrated by myself with my first
attempt at this game. John Vinton
was still giving a great show as he
made decisive scores again almost
sending the ball through the back wall
of the alley. Mike Lindsey was also on

Francis takes aim

great form standing up the skittles for
everybody as they bowled.
It was noted that there were a few
googlies bowled during the course of
the evening, but no-one was sure if
this was a successful tactic designed
to outwit the opposition. Dave Hughes
certainly developed an interesting
method of play by bowling and hitting
the back wall and then knocking down
the skittles from behind – I guess it’s
whatever works for you!
the scores are in...
John Vinton came first, followed by
Ian Vine and then Mark Purchase.
The evening finished with a fund
raising game of throwing pound coins
at a whisky bottle. Jon Payne won
– that mis-spent youth was definitely
working. Dave Hughes won a bottle of
Baileys in the second competition and
a great time was had by all.
The whole affair was a Sue Payne
production of 5 Star rating
MANY THANKS to everyone who
has contributed to this edition of
mouthpiece. New content is always
appreciated – please send to:
publicity@bracknellscuba.org.uk
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